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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/02/2024
4:01:00 AM  Parking enforcement completed. TD

4:55:00 AM EMS transfer. TD 

5:38:00 AM  Vehicle lockout at this location. Entry gained, no damage. TD

7:44:00 AM  Officer patrolled these businesses. BG

8:30:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location. Grant County Coroner was contacted and Melby Funeral Home assisted. 
BG

9:02:00 AM  Street sign reported stolen from this location. Platteville Street Department was advised. BG

9:32:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

10:06:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS responded to this location. Patient refused transport to a hospital. BG

10:48:00 AM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

11:21:00 AM  Theft reported from this location. Officer responded and spoke with the complainant. Follow up will be conducted. BG

11:33:00 AM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

12:33:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

1:00:00 PM  Officers responded for a lift assist. EMS was requested and dispatched. Patient refused transport to a hospital. BG
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/02/2024
1:16:00 PM  Subject reported to the PD and spoke to an officer about a suspicious subject. Follow up was conducted and the subject 

received a verbal warning. BG

1:58:00 PM  EMS transfer. BG

2:59:00 PM  Officer observed a disabled vehicle. Vehicle was moved from the traffic way. Driver was advised to not drive due to not 
having a valid DL. pam

2:42:00 PM  CSO completed home security checks. pam

3:33:00 PM  Vehicle lockout. Entry gained with no damage. pam

3:49:00 PM  E911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant reported a two vehicle car crash at this location. Officers responded and vehicles were 
moved from roadway. One driver was issued a written warning for operating with a WI suspended license, with a fix date of 
5/16/24. The same driver was issued a citation for following too closely. pam

4:46:00 PM  Complainant came to the PD and spoke with an officer about ongoing civil issues. pam

4:51:00 PM Complainant reported a possible intoxicated driver. Officer responded and vehicle was located unoccupied in the driveway of a 
residence. pam

4:54:00 PM  e911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant advised of misdial, shortly after GTSO called and advised that prior to call being 
transfer female party could be heard screaming. Officers responded and contact was made with complainant who advised of 
misdial. pam

5:27:00 PM  Found Property turned in to the PD. pam

5:30:00 PM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/02/2024
 Complainant reported neighbor making threats two days prior. Officer responded and suspect was advised of complainant and 
given a verbal warning. pam

6:07:00 PM  Background checks for City Hall. pam

8:05:00 PM  Complainant reported tow individual outside of residence acting strange. Officer responded and Probation and Parole was 
contacted, a hold was placed on individual.

7:00:00 PM  Community Policing. pam

9:22:00 PM  Complainant reported a vehicle operating on the wrong side of the street with no taillights. Officer responded and vehicle was 
located, a traffic stop was initiated. Driver received a verbal warning for the taillight and was also made aware of the traffic 
complaint. pam

9:05:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to ER. pam

11:12:00 PM  Sign taken off pole. Sign collected by officer. Suspect given DC citation. Officer put sign back up. TD

05/03/2024
12:05:00 AM  EMS Transfer to return patient to residence. TD

12:31:00 AM  Officer located vehicle parked at store with individual going through dumpster. Officer spoke with individual and individual 
left scene. TD

12:52:00 AM Vehicle found at this location. Vehicle unoccupied. TD

1:23:00 AM
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/03/2024
 Extra patrol at this location. TD

4:02:00 AM  Parking enforcement completed. TD

4:55:00 AM  E911 call for EMS. EMS responded to scene. No transport. Patient refusal. TD

6:46:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for failure to obey traffic sign. TD

7:22:00 AM  CSO performed home security checks. BG

7:46:00 AM  Dog reported running at large in the downtown area. The dog was reunited with its owner. BG

8:05:00 AM  Subjects presented to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

9:39:00 AM  Officers, Fire, and EMS assisted with a mock accident. BG

9:57:00 AM  E911. Caller stayed on the line and advised it was an accident. Sgt on duty was advised. BG

10:28:00 AM  Gas drive off reported from this business. The vehicle owner was contact and advised he would make arrangements with the 
business for payment. BG

10:57:00 AM  Medication reported stolen from this location. Follow up will be conducted. BG

11:13:00 AM  EMS transfer. BG

12:22:00 PM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/03/2024
12:26:00 PM  Vehicle lockout, entry gained no damage. BG

12:58:00 PM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

1:40:00 PM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

2:30:00 PM  Subject reported to the PD to be fingerprinted. BG

4:26:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

4:37:00 PM  Complainant reported a fire alarm at this location. Officers and Platteville Fire responded. pam

5:54:00 PM  Background checks for City Hall. pam

6:08:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no break lights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

6:10:00 PM  Complainant reported a physical altercation at this location. Officers responded and both parties were separated, neither party 
wished to press criminal charges. Drug paraphernalia that was located inside of residence was given to officer to dispose of it. 
pam

9:26:00 PM  Traffic stop for stop sign violation, driver was given a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:13:00 PM Officer stopped at residence due to size of bonfire. Suspect received verbal warning for burn ordinance on size of bonfire. TD 

11:31:00 PM  Parking violation. Verbal warning for parking on the wrong side of the street. TD

11:38:00 PM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/03/2024
 Complainant stated that there were people on his roof and wanted them removed. Officer spoke with complainant and people 
were gone by time officer arrived. TD

05/04/2024
11:59:00 PM  Officer attempted a traffic stop on a subject riding a bicycle. Subject fled from the officer, but was stopped and taken into 

custody. Subject had warrant. Suspect had possession of drugs and drug paraphernalia on him. Suspect arrested and taken to 
Grant Co. Jail. TD

12:00:00 AM  E911 for ambulance. EMS responded to scene, treated, and transported to local hospital. TD

12:05:00 AM  EMS Transfer. TD

12:54:00 AM  Traffic stop for expired registration. Fix date of 05/11/2024. TD

1:43:00 AM  E911 call for EMS. EMS responded to scene. No transport. Patient refusal. TD

2:38:00 AM  EMS call for individual who fell. EMS responded, treated, and transported to local hospital. TD

2:57:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for defective brake light out. TD

6:02:00 AM  EMS transfer. TD

7:04:00 AM  Background check completed. TD

7:27:00 AM  Parking complaint of a vehicle parked facing the wrong way. Officer responded and the vehicle was gone on arrival. BG

9:28:00 AM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/04/2024
 Officer performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for a red light violation at Main/Chestnut. The driver received a verbal warning 
for the same. BG

9:56:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

11:17:00 AM  Found article turned into the PD. BG

11:34:00 AM  Parking complaint at this location. Officer responded and cited the vehicles. BG

2:08:00 PM  E911. Call plotting at this location. Officer responded and the subject advised everything was okay and did not need 
assistance. BG

3:13:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

3:00:00 PM Officers provided traffic direction. pam

3:34:00 PM  E911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to ER. pam

5:06:00 PM  e911 complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to ER. pam

5:21:00 PM Officer conducted traffic stop. Driver was issued a citation for operating without a license. pam

6:35:00 PM  Complainant reported a vehicle that drove past this location for the last 3 hours. Officer responded and vehicle was not 
located. pam

6:45:00 PM  e911 complainant reported a physical altercation between multiple individuals. Officers responded and parties were separated, 
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/04/2024
it was unclear who the aggressor/victim was and neither party wanted charges. pam

7:40:00 PM  Complainant requested a keep the peace. pam

7:45:00 PM  e911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant requested SWH EMS. EMS responded and transported patient to ER. pam

7:50:00 PM CSO conducted community policing. pam

8:30:00 PM  E911 transfer by GTSO. Complainant advised of two individuals digging through garbage. Officer responded and individuals 
were gone prior to arrival. pam

9:16:00 PM  Officer observed multiple Street Department signs inside of individual's garage. Contact was made with individual who will 
be cited for theft. Street Department was made aware of recovered property. pam

9:24:00 PM  Foot patrol conducted in downtown area. pam

9:54:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a citation for the same. pam

11:09:00 PM  Traffic stop for no tail lights. Arrested for OMVI. Released to responsible party. TD

11:13:00 PM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:48:00 PM  Traffic stop for red light violation. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:35:00 PM  Found property turned in to officer. pam
Item returned to owner. pam
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/04/2024
11:55:00 PM  Foot patrol in the downtown bar area. TD

05/05/2024
12:09:00 AM Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

12:18:00 AM  Traffic stop for speed, driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

12:32:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for red light violation. TD

1:31:00 AM  Traffic stop for operating on wrong way of one way street. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

1:38:00 AM Officer observed two subjects with open alcohol containers. Both warned for having open intoxicants and one cited for 
underage. TD

2:35:00 AM  Individual stopped by officer. Individual cited for public urination. TD

2:43:00 AM  Security check at area businesses. TD

2:47:00 AM  Two individuals seen by campus police trying to pull a sign out of the ground. Officers responded to area but were unable to 
locate individuals. TD

2:53:00 AM  E911 for individual who was wandering through yards and knocking on doors. Officers responded to area and located 
individual. Individual cited for public intoxication. TD

2:58:00 AM  EMS call for individual not feeling well. EMS responded, treated, and transported to local hospital. TD

3:05:00 AM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/05/2024
 Traffic stop for running a stop sign. Driver arrested for OMVI. Turned over to responsible party. TD

2:53:00 AM  Individual cited for open intoxicants. TD

3:19:00 AM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for speed. TD

3:35:00 AM  Motorist assist. Got vehicle to gas station. Driver received written warning for expired registration with a fix date of 
05/19/2024 and will be referred to the District Attorney's Office for Operating after Revocation. TD

6:33:00 AM EMS transfer back to private residence. TD 

9:18:00 AM  E911 call plotting at this location. A call back was placed with no answer. Sgt on duty was advised. BG

2:14:00 PM  E911. Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

2:06:00 PM  Complainant reported to the PD and spoke to an officer about a tenant landlord issues. Officer conducted a follow up and it 
was determined to be a civil issue. Complainant was advised. BG

2:16:00 PM Two vehicle accident reported at this location with no injuries or blockage. Officer responded and spoke to both drivers. One 
subject will be cited for failure to stop at a stop sign and a DT4000 will be completed. BG

6:54:00 PM  Complainant reported a gas smell at this residence. Platteville Fire Dep was requested. pam

7:33:00 PM  Complainant brought a dog that was found running at large to the PD. Additional complaint was received about dog running 
in private property. Dog was returned to owner who will be cited for dog running at large. pam

8:45:00 PM
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Report Criteria:

Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/05/2024
 Traffic stop for speed. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same, a drivers condition report will be completed. pam

8:47:00 PM  Traffic stop due to officer observing driver take a drink of alcohol while operating. Driver was issued a citation for open 
intoxicants. pam

8:57:00 PM  Traffic stop for failure to yield right of way. Driver will be issued a citation for OWL. pam

11:29:00 PM  Suspicious vehicles at this location. Another suspicious vehicle pulled into area as well. Officers checking area and business 
for suspicious activity. Officer spoke with two individuals. TD

05/06/2024
3:28:00 AM  Complainant called stating that an individual was making threats and harassing him earlier in the evening. Spoke with officer 

about the matter. Officer will further investigate. TD

9:33:00 AM  Southwest Health EMS transported a patient to Southwest Health. BG

10:15:00 AM  Extra patrol. BG

10:52:00 AM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

11:56:00 AM  Officer performed community policing at this location. BG

12:55:00 PM  Complainant advised of a downed wire at this location. Officers responded and removed the hazard from the roadway. 
Brightspeed was contacted and advised. BG

3:18:00 PM  Complainant reported a vehicle playing loud music. Officers responded and vehicle owner was verbally warned for the loud 
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/06/2024
music. pam

3:35:00 PM  Vehicle lockout. Entry gained with no damage. pam

4:34:00 PM Complainant requested officer present for a keep the peace. Officer responded and stood by while complainant made contact 
with other individual. Individual will be cited for criminal damage to property after item was damage from being thrown 
outside. pam

5:07:00 PM  Vehicle lockout. Entry gained with no damage. pam

5:23:00 PM  Officer provided community policing, pam

6:04:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

6:17:00 PM  Complainant reported a bicycle that was left behind chained to a street sign. pam

6:39:00 PM  Traffic stop for passing farm equipment in a no passing zone. Driver was issued a citation for the same. pam

7:29:00 PM  Background checks for City Hall. pam

7:32:00 PM  SWH EMS completed a transfer. pam

9:24:00 PM  Complainant requested SWH EMS for a medical alarm. Officer responded and EMS were paged. EMS were disregard prior to 
arrival. pam

9:47:00 PM Officer observed an unoccupied vehicle at this location. Security check was completed. pam
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Start Date End Date

05/02/2024 05/06/2024

05/06/2024
10:41:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating with no headlights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same, driver was able to correct issue 

prior to traffic stop ending. pam

10:44:00 PM  Traffic stop for operating without headlights. Driver was issued a verbal warning for the same. pam

11:01:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for speed. TD

11:09:00 PM Traffic stop. Written warnings for failure to stop at stop sign, unnecessary acceleration, and no proof of insurance. No proof of 
insurance fix date of 05/20/2024. TD

11:25:00 PM  Traffic stop. Verbal warning for speed and verbal warning for defective driver side brake light. TD

11:30:00 PM  Complainant called with a vehicle lockout. Officer responded. Entry gained no damage. TD

11:36:00 PM  Security checks completed at these locations. TD

11:53:00 PM  e911 misdial. Caller contacted and caller hit wrong button in truck. Everything okay. Sgt. on duty notified. TD

Total: 144


